
Almost every man I know talks too goddamn much. All my 
favorite poets are women & gods. What I really miss is the 
pavement at midnight, my elongated shadow. There are 
‘mornings when the hunger pulses through me, when Ijust 
‘want to see a man die ike an ox in a flooded field, where 
‘every witness is swallowed at once by a minute of silence, 
then continues the work of living. Is not that I'm thirsty 
for blood. just want to be alone &ewith you at the same 
time. G old me long ago she thinks I'm cold & I responded 
for yoare by writing on shreds of paper, my mind i an fre 
‘She slipped them into her mouth & waited forthe wet 
‘grass of a man she could love, On my sternum there is a 
thumbprint from where you pressed a seed into earth. G 
told me, to be us isto die, before we kissed on the hood of my 
‘at. I charged up & doubled down ¢gainst my own death. 
‘Years ago Istole the necessary tools to bleed my idols & 1 
Ihavon't stopped drinking since that fret cut They're buried 
in my garden now, whispering into each other's ears, fingers 
‘wet with blood & water, combing through your hair. Two 
‘suns live behind my eyes & while one rises, the other sets 

a q 
‘Tustin Rovillos Monson, 
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REBELLION & REPRESSION 
IN COLOMBIA & PALESTINE 

Incendiary revolt and protests erupted in Colombia in 
late Apriland arenow stretching into theirsecond month, 
despite the State's attempts to wacback the new policies 
that precipitated the uprising, The protests have come to 
address the deeper dynamics of colonial and economic 
oppression in Colombia and the “death politics” of the 
governments war on Black and Indigenous populations. 

Protesters have maintained road blockades in 
diferent parts of cities across the country. The road 
block have eausod significant shortages around the 
country, hitting erucial exports like coffee and coal 
The resistance is based in marginal and working 
class neighborhoods, where there are nightly 
confrontations with the police and paramilitaries. 

AAs of late May, the ministry of defense reported 
{hat 12¢ sop otations, 160, ourveilanco somerom, 
1175 public transport vehicles, 422 ticket machines, 
399 stores, 493 banks, and 28 motorway tolls 
have been put out of service or torched. Protesters 
hhave also consistently targeted local governmental 

Some highlights include a fierce day-long confrontation 
in early May between rioters in Cali and the newiy- 
arrived anti-riot cops at the hotel at which they were 
headquartered. Demonstrators managed to set fire 
to the overly cop-friendly hotel structure, destroying 
he emise sewn flv aund anak of te set uf te 
building. The protesters’ vandalism and arson of buses 
and train stations has significantly shut down transit, 
complementing the ongoing nationwide general strike. 

‘According to Human Rights Watch, 63 people have 
been murdered, over 160 disappeared, and over 20 
Diludea by te State daving protests Ts way Ju th 
NGO Temblores released a report that registers 3,789 
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cases of violence perpetrated by the security forees against 
protesters. The police's brutal reaction tothe initial protests 
was what caused rebellion to escalate, despite the proposed 
policies already having been rescinded by the government 

Im Palestine, Israel's campaign of ethnic cleansing has 
‘continued with the mass eviction of Palestinians in East 
‘Jerusalem, the attack on the Al-Agsa Mosque during 
Ramadan, and the renewed bombardment of Gaza 

New dynamics have emerged among the Palestinian 
resistance to this campaign, as youth and women are 
reportedly taking the lead and developing new forms of 
srassroots struggle and analysis. A massive wave of direct 
action, protest and a genera strike by Palestinians led Israel 
to declare a ceasefire towards the end of May, although its 
attacks on Gaza continued. Polle chow that in the United 
‘States, especially among younger populations, support for 
Israelis waning and it seems like Israelis losing its grip on 
the narrativeina way that would not have seemed imaginable 
before April. Ina matter of weeks, the international discourse 
‘evolved from the demand that Israel stop the evictions in a 
particular neighborhood in Jerusalem, to recognizing the 
‘need forall of Palestine to free itself rom colonial occupation, 
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Colombia and Israel are both central nexuses of US. 
empire in Latin Ameriea and the Middle Eas, respectively, 
and depend on military funding from the United States 
to maintain colonial dominance over each of their 
populations, American interference in Colombia over the 
past few decades allowed an international reorganization 
of labor, from increased militarization of the borders to 
the outsourcing of cheap manufacturing to Latin America. 
Isracl, meanwhile isaheavilyfundedestensionofthe United 
States in the Middle East that allows the U.S. to maintain 
access to oll and other critical resouroes in that region 

Rebellion in these areas therefore potentially poses a 
real threat to the United State, but more importantly it 
threatens the capitalist worldsystem that the U.S. manages. 
‘This structural root of the current issues is reflected in 
the protesters’ chotce to disrupt or destroy key elements 
of the flow of capital as well as government structures 

1 addition to massive rallies in solidarity with Palestine 
in major ities, much of the global solidarity movement 
has attempted to extend these anti-capitalst disruptions 
around the world. In May, Italian workers refused to load 
arms shipments bound for Isral, wile South atcan 
workers refused to unload Israel ships or handle Israeli 
goods. In Oakland, CA, where mass demonstrations in 
2014 blocked a similar bost the threat of repeat blockades 
atthe port has (a ofthis writing) prevented an Israeli 
operated cargo ship from docking there for ten days 
Block the Boat mobilizations ae also scheduled in Seat, 
Los angeles, sew York City, and vancouver, a8 well a8 
solidarity demos in Detroit and Houston. Port workers 
with the International Longshore and Warehouse Union 
have issued statements in solidarity with “Palestine 
and Palestinian communities across the world.” 
Direct action has the potential to raise the costs of the 
US's support of Israel's anti-Palestinian agenda, or 
ite interventions in Tatin America, Some of the most 
effective examples would be taking up the blockading 
strategies that have been so successful so far in Colombia, 
or waging attacks on corporations located in the U.S. that 
supply arms to Israel. AS a recent eall for solidarity with 
Colombia's general strike expresses, “We cannot sit by in 
the seat of empire as people are murdered and maimed 
or fighting against state violence, nat onty in Calembia, 
int in Palestine, Myanmar, Chile, too many places aeross 
the world, We call on comrades in the US. to block the 
streets and, like the Colombian protesters, turn the 
barricades into community spaces! The fight against 
all state and colonial violence is our common causel” 

Wile impressive so far, international solidarity with these 
anti-olonia,an-captlist struggles has not accomplished 
the widespread, coordinated, and escalated level of 
resistance that would force concessions from the State of — 
in an ieal situation ~ spread the insurretionary ruptures 
{in place like Colombia to other nexus of global capital, 
further destabilizing its hold on the world and our lives. 
Certain actions in North America over the past month have 
set an example for what this could ook ke ~ on May 28, 
anarchists in Orange County, CA, set a Prat & Whitney 
‘an on fire in solidarity with Palestinian resistance (Pratt 
Whitneyisa division ofRaytheon Technologies,amajorarms 
dealer that supplies the Irali defense industry). On May'30, 
demanding that the Canadian government stop supplying 
ams to Israel, pro-Palestinian activists in Mississangue, 
ON blocked a malor alway or over tare hours. s with the 
(Oakland port blockades, prior experimentation in Canada 
with certain anti-colonialtactes (most receny, in Spring 
2020, the blockading of rallways by #ShutDownCanada 
demonstrators and Native warzirs in solidarity with the 
Wet'suweten) made it easier and more imaginable for 
these strategies to be implemented in this new context 
(Our liberation is intertwined with that of others around 
the world not in some abstract or ethical sense, but forthe 
very practical reason that itis the same economic system 
that has imposed colonial rule and enforced our collective 
dependence on capital across the globe. Those of usin the 
US, moreover, have acces to some of the key mechanisms 
ff tis global Leviatnan’s operations. as we continue to 
organize and take action against exploitation and oppression 
domestically, we should also keep in mind our strategic 
position with regard to the seemingly faraway workings of 
state domination elsewhere. 

We attack this symbol of money and capital, a bank 
branch located in Apoquindo, comer of Manquehue, 
Las Condes commune. As a gesture of solidarity with 
the comrades on hunger strike since March 22, for the 
repeal of the amendments to DL ga. Those who use 
their bodies as the only trench, in a gesture that de- 
fies the prison structure and its judicial apparatus 

‘We make an urgent call to show solidarity with our com- 
rades behind bars, that not a single prisoner is in this 
alone, that solidarity isnot just @ written word. With in- 
jgenuity we can circumvent their control mechanisms and 
prolong the offensive. May our dreams be their worst 
nightmares, may the neighborhoods of the rich trem- 
ble, and may the permanent revolt blow up in ther faces 

Neither pacts nor crumbs, ftransigent war 
against prison society and the capital state. 
Freedom o Subversive Prison- 
em and Anarchists on unger strike, 
Fire and explosions to the state and its prisons. 
Marcelo Villartocl_ onthe street now! 

‘Tio nite tb sled a geoture Woe llring ser 
ory of fellow Anarchist Mauricio Morales. 
May the explosions echo in memory of the punky 
Mauri, may the month of May be dyed black .. 

* It is worth mentioning that we took all possible mea- 
sures and safeguards, so that the explosion did not 
Taare woes u single pusserby: We left w notice teat red 
“Closed, sorry for the inconvenience’, and the timer was 
set to go off when the curfew was already is in force * 

PS. Fraternal hugs to the comrades who continue to eon- 
spire day by day, each oftensivegesturetsa complicirsm 

Simon Radowiteky Anti-Capitalist Cell 
‘Anti-Prison Faction 

‘agninst another year of stare encroachment, ageinst the 
restriction of free movement under the auspices of safety,” 
against the continued brotalization of our friends 
prison, we call fora renewal of solidarity on June 1, 2021: 
International Day of Solidarity with Marius Mason & All 
Long-Term Anarchist Prisoners. For 17 years, June 11th 
thas been an occasion for celebration, mourning, and revolt. 
thas been a moment to breathe. to remember those fllen 
and those in cages, to remind ourselves of why we remain 
committed tothe Beautiful Idea of anarchism, Through our 

letters, demonstrations, fundraising, and solidarity attacks 
‘wekeep the beacon lit for those who have given years oftheir 
lives for their conviction thatthe State isa horror against 
‘which we must wager our lives, 

‘We stand ata crossroads. Do we allow anarchism to become 
flat and coloriess, a new word to deseribe an old corpse? 
Do we evaporate into vague lefts and its tired theater 
of activism? Do we surrender our principles ~ solidarity, 
mutual aid, direct ction, cooperation ~tothenew managers 
of revolt? 

(Or do we keep to our own light, our own vision, our own, 
project? June uth remains a light inthe darkness: for our 
‘comrades in prison, but also for us. Our work renews our 
fidelity to freedom and a life in common. It affirms to us, 
‘in our doubt and confusion, that anarchy lives in our day 
to day lives and connects us to avich and vibrant history of, 
‘ree spirited revolt. It asserts that anarchy will be combative 
‘or twill be dead. Solidarity with anarchist prisoners is not, 
for us, a humorless endeavor, a duty-infected routine. It is 
{generative play and the substantiation of free community. 
‘Will you join us? 

Read the rest ofthe call and much more atjunett.org 
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supremacist murderers are functionarys ofthe philosophy 
of the US, not deviant from it. They are more often than 
not peaceably apprehended by police, with rounds upon 
rounds of extra ammunition, their weapons stil strapped 
to their bodiee. They are even taken to Burger King on their 
ays to jall or are able to make their 2 million dollar bail 
because ofthe coalescence of support by the forces of white 
supremacy. The police and these morderers are 2 wings of 
the same ideology, they are not adversaries, and thus the 
cruclties ofthe system are not waged upon them. While fear 
ofthese forees is understandable, resistance tothe system 
isan urgent iseue and thie fear chould not be reason for 
hesitation and inaction, but intuitive planning in the ways 
oneressts At the very leas tis courageous toactively resist 
the institutions of violence that govern our lives, the lineage 
of violence that upholds domination will not be brought 
down by good vibes and intentions. 

‘Reiterating theinspiation Hitlertookfromthe US, thelagers 
‘wore designed explicitly to “shatter the adversaries capacity 
‘to resist", where Jews were experimented upon to create 
sterile race of animal like creatures solely adapted for work. 
Inthe face of these realities, a spontaneous lager rebellion 
was cumciel jin Sacleeuliausen Ly Jewish co 
‘who caught wind of their imminent transportation to the 
a8 chambers. They appealed to the communist leaders 
of a resistance organization with a plan for open revolt 
and an appeal for weapons. The communists, citing fear 
of collective punishment, let their supposed comrades 
‘ght back alone, perishing empty handed, striking back at 
‘Us ain it ll ey ae Dae Hit The ad ae 
again this narrative comes up of desperate people looking. 
at others who proclaim to be their eomrades, only to be 
met with apprehension and fear. Another example from 
‘Auschwitz, where a detail of mostly Jews who operated 
‘me erematoriums, she Sonderkommando, were spurred 10 
action bythe ongoing liquidation of Hungerian Jews. Their 
detail was known for its frequent turn over as well. The 
Sonderkommando approached the resistance organization, 
‘the Fighting Group, about planning a revolt, but in a 
familiar rebuke were met with reluctance and told “the time 
‘was not ripe for revolt". The reluctance may have been due 
tothe tact that the fighting Group was not n any immediate 
danger. The Sonderkommando concluded that they stood 
alone, and although the Fighting Group did not provide 
arms, they did provide a small amount of explosives. On 
‘the day ofthe revolt, the Sonderkommando attacked theit 
SS overseers in Crematorium IV using hammers, axes, 
stones, and handmade grenades. Eventually, they blew up 
1 crematonum. Crematonum It also was attacked, a guard 
as shoved into an oven, the building lit on fre, and SS men 

attacked. People were also able to momentarily escape the 
‘camp. Eventually, everyone who participated in the revolt 
‘was exeeuted, as well as 200 additional people accused of 
participation in some degree. This action was took near 
‘the end of the war, co the abeolute effect ofthis rebellion 
can not really be gauged, but it was certainly more effectual 
than preparing for an uprising that would never come, 
as the Fighting Group did. The instances of rebellion at 
Sachsenhausen and Auschwitz demonstrate the differences 
of those who talk and those who act, and the possibilities 
‘that le within action, 

Applying this collective punishment ertique to the modern 
ay concentration camps that are prisons, themselves a 
continuation of the chatel slavery that inspired Hitler, its 
odd that the adventurism/collective punishment critique 
{is not typlally levied against prison rebels. It should be 
noted that prisoners today face similar conditions to those 
‘in nazi concentration camps, That would be the conclusion 
‘to thinking about prison rebellion with the same logi. After 
large scale prison rebellion, collective punishment can 
certainly be expocted. The rebels, who know this and have 
‘weighed that reality, still opt to rebel. They realize that the 
sctivus Une ey take wl Inve eoupeyuenees, but they 2e 
action as the most meaningful response to ther situation. 
‘Are these rebellions seen as other to rebellions on the 
‘outside? Are they neglected by the people who typically are 
‘making this adventurist/colletive punishment critique? 

“Lager: nazi concentration/death camp 
Whit fy teat by “esi” has Hantane iy extn a 
defined by law. 

EXPLOSIVE ATTENTAT AGAINST 
BANCOESTADO (CHILE) 

from Contra Info, English translation by Anarchist News 

On the night of May 3, 2021, after our comrades have 
endured more than 42 days on hunger strike: Méni- 
a Caballero, Francisco Solar, Joaquin Garcia, P: 
Jo Manamondez, Juan Kores, and Marcelo villarrol 

Afew minutes beforethe curfew begins, wehead tothe neigh- 
borhoodswherethere’snobangingofpotsandpanstodemand 
crumbs from this murderous government. Neighborhoods, 
that are inhabited by those who, despite the context of the 
pandemic, have inereased their wealth disproportionate, 
‘while m other comers ofthe territory dominated by the sate 
‘of Chile, hunger and misery are the daly scenario of many. 
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WHAT WENT DOWN 

April 2 - *Some local anarchist exterior decorators” drop 
a banner, write graffi, and put up stickers “in support of, 
‘Mumia Abu-Jamal’ freedom, regardless of if he is “guilty” 
or “innocent” — a debate we couldn't care less about.” 

April 30 - Anti-prison protesters hold a demonstration out- 
side of the prisons on State Rd in Northeast Philadelphia, 

May Day - “In celebration of May Day this year a 
group of us had a noise demo behind the Juvenile Jus- 
tice Center in West Philly. We wrote graffiti, shot fire- 
works, and made noise outside the dormitories and saw 
the silhouettes of kids behind the frosted windows.” 

May 3~Anti-eviction protesters hold a demonstration onthe 
lawnofLizHersh thedirectorofHiomelessservices,inMtAiry. 

Mid-May - A banner is hung in West Philly. “SOL- 
TARITY WITH PALESTINIAN AND COLOM- 
BIAN REBELS FROM OCCUPIED TURTLE IS- 
LAND (A) LETS DESTROY THIS EMPIRE” 

May 1g - A demonstration in West Philly commemo- 
rates the anniversary of the MOVE bombing and pro- 
tests the mishandling of the remains of its vitims. 

May 15 & 18 - Demonstrations take place in sol- 
laity wilh Palestinians Gacing a escalae 
tion of colonial violence from the state of Israel 

‘Mid-May A neo-Nazi wearing fll eamouflage and sporting 
askullmaskand fascist imagery isattacked witha sharp metal 
bjecownilewalkingrnroughkirenhouseperk."Nooneshould 
feel safe walking around Philly decked out in full nazi shit” 

May 26 - Reading Terminal Market is vandal- 
ined witha paint sprayer. 

RESPONSE 10 “SOME QUESTIONS TO 
CONSIDER IN THE HOUSING STRUGGLES” 

‘To begin with, Anarchists have had a very long relationship 
‘ithstrugglesaroundhousingandhomelessness. Preceeding 
and within my own lifetime Food not Bombs has, since the 
80s, been a publle facing explicitly anarchist formation that 
hhas engaged directly in struggles around housing and 
homelessness, most notoriously in San Francisco witere it 
faced a long campaign of criminal repression for sharing 
food in public and maintains a close relationship to and 
support of homeless = led-—_onganiing. 

‘North Philly Food Not Borabs has been continuously active 
for over 90 years carying.on this tradition and has engaged 
{in rganiting against public health ordinances that similarly 
criminalized public sharing of food as well as policing and 
displacement of the homeless community downtown and on 
the Ben Franklin Parkway. Homes Not Jails has been an 
‘anarchist banner raised from time to time around the US in 
the name of squatting and squat defense. 

Both of these anarchist formations make opposition to 
ailtarism and the eareral state explicit in their very names 
and also prefigure the invest/ divest framing of the ‘defund 
the police” political framework. 

‘To bring it farther back, anarchist critiques of private 
property and centering’ of mutual aid polite are 
foundational and directly applicable to contemporary 
struggles around housing, eviction/encampment defense, 
squatting, ete. 

“Thoroforo, it io not curpricing ora departure for anarchicto 
to engage in any of these housing struggles. itis maybe 
‘more interesting to ask why many anarchists in Philly 
stopped prioritizing these struggles in the first place and 
why they so suddenly feel relevant again. 

‘To their credit, anarchists were quick to recognize that 
housing would bea crisis for abroad wath ofthe population 
at the beginning ofthe COVID-19 lockdowns and advanced 
and popularized calls for a nation-wide rent strike. This 
push slowly fizzled out, at least in philly, as it hecame clear 
‘that with a few notable exceptions, most anarchists were not 
Interested in or lacked the skills to do tenant organizing. 
Regardless, it certainly built useful networks around 
cviction defenae and mutual sid, pushed the socialist left to 
adopt the rhetoric of rent strike/freeze and arguably pushed 
thestatetomove more quickly toenact eviction moratoriums 



and rent relief. The eviction wave has yet to materialize and 
it seems clear that the state willbe sure itis geographically 
uneven and spread over a long period of time, denying the 
movement any single moment of widespread rupture or 

Concurrent withthe rent strike organizing, Philly anarchist, 
some of whom were also squatters, participated in and 
supported an organized squatting movement that 
‘overlapped with existing organizing around the Philadelphia 
Housing Authority and homeless encampment defense, 
‘making important contributions there. Tia collaboration 
was facilitated by previous years of contact between 
anarchists and the downtown homeless population, activists 
in and around OccupyPHA as well as anarchist experiences 
from OceupyICE/Homeless Against Stop and Frisk, which 
similarly saw downtown homeless activists squatting PHA, 
property back in 2018. 

In my opinion the George Floyd rebellion renewed within 
Philly anarchists an interest in engaging with larger sectors 
ofthe population outside ofa solf-referentil political ‘scene’ 
sore generally, as it became clear how powerful a broad 
social nnuveurent aa was in disect upton to police und 
property could be in upsetting the social order and oper 
‘up possibilities for rupture. Anarchists by no means Ted the 
uprising, but neither did anybody else and anarchists were 
cut on the front lines making important contributions and 
‘interventions. The scope ofthe unrest allowed anarchists a 
great deal of freedom to strike at specific targets and 
Dsticipate ia various oes Unt were uot pone it Une 
past when anarchists were operating on their own, 

More specific to the struggles around housing, the 
encampments on the parkway and atthe housing authority 
‘ver ie summer certainly brought a lot of new or renewed 
contact between anarchists and the downtown houscless 
community, For those who spent significant time at those 
locations, genuine relationships were built between these 
communities and probably explain most of the continued 
engagement with these struggles around housing, squatting 
and encampment defense, 

What the article hints at in its questioning but doesn’t 
address directly i the reality that there are also alot of new 
{faces who showed up over the last year, a byproduct ofthe 
‘truly massive seale ofthe rebellion, that are now identifying 
with and in relationship to anarchists who have been active 
longer, and that there may bea disconnect between the two 
around a shared anarchist culture, analysis or politics 

Questioning why people are engeging in housing struggles 
‘more broadly is maybe actually a stand in for the question of 
“why are you new people doing what you are doing and how 
{sitanarchist/revolutionary vs reformist’ which [think isan 
excellent thing to ask and deserves a great deal of 
reflection. This journal has brought up similar questions 
around the eooptation and dilution of mutual aid polit 
‘more broadly in the past year and I think there isa desire to 
see the initiatives around eneampment defense, squatting, 
hhousing poliey ete rooted more firmly in an anarchist 
analysis and strategy. Wondering aloud things like, should 
‘we be helping people move when they are being swept by 
the ety or is that actually just doing work forthe city, or 
‘where and in what ways do we as anarchists want to make a 
contribution to this movement seem entirely relevant and 
worthexploringingreaterdetail, 

‘There are some questions asked in the article that trouble 
ime slightly, the ‘we/us/our’ framing of questions around 
anarchist relationships to the homeless population does 
‘make invisible anarchists who are or who have experienced 
brief or chronic homelessness or that people currently 
experiencing chronic homelessness could become 
fuuarchinta, Twuny iat tha reinfovers « tual of 
‘universalizing a whiter more middle class experience and 
centering of who is or isnot an anarchist as wel as limiting 
‘our capacity as a movement to spread our polities and ideas 
cutside of that demographic. T hope that people will 
{interrogate that, abandon this habit of speech and failure of 
the imagination, 

‘The article asks towards i's conclusion 
“wnat would it look lke to link the fights for housing to 
other fights, can we connect the struggle for housing to 
gentrification, policing or -—_white-supremacy?" 

T would argue that actually this was largely achieved last 
year in very concrete ways. ‘The struggle for low-income 
hhousing was very publicly linked in mainstream discourse 
cover the summer with the struggle against police violence, 
historic racism, ineareeration, gentrification and white- 
supremacy. This discourse was found in dozens of print 
arheles and 1V news coverage on mainstream outiets both 
locally and nationally, while also being directly addressed 
within ity pressreleasesandnewsconferences. OccupyPHA, 
‘Which has called for the abolition of PHA Police since its 
‘inception and REAL justice organized a march days before 
the encampment calling for the abolition of private police 
opartments. ‘The encampments centered demands from 
‘the black racical collective as well as declarmg the 
encampments a no police zone/calling for the disarmament 

projection of fear and a failing of solidarity, it plays into 
the historically racist trope of the “outside agitator”, aswell 
as the privileged perception that the police will nt hurt 
people if they are not doing anything “wrong". Both of, 
these gut-reaction ideas areridiculous. The outside agitator 
trope was used to disempower and delegitimate organic 
black resistance in the southern US in the 60's by casting 
blame on northern white radicals instigating and driving 
protests. The wrongfulness of this concept should not need 
to be explained, however, the problem with perpetuating 
this concept is the erasure of people rebelling in any 
circumstanee, Whether it ie spontaneous rebellion over the 
police killing of another black person, a planned targeted 
attack, or a more rowdy break off of a “peaceful” march, 
this concept homogenizes and erases people participating 
in resistance because of assumptions that are made to 
perpetuate the rope. The “adventurist” tropeis similar, but 
‘is usually used by communists to critique anarchisticaction 
from a place of paternalism and their lack of control over 
a situation, separating rebels into “good” and “bad” and 
homogenizing both categories. Again, the wrongfulness of, 
“the police won't hurt us unless we're bad!” should not have 
to be explained, but it’s something that gets perpetuated 
EVEN at the protest galt police butality. Tae police eat 
act as cruelly as they desire and murder people with near 
impunity, they don't need an excuse to use violence, their 
entire existence is to perpetuate violence. 

While on the surface level collective punishment might 
seem blame worthy, drawing comparison to the lagers, 
‘oasis would subject Uiove iar Une ean Uy all Rus OF 
atrocities and torture. While one may assign blame to 
rebels due to the perceived action/consequence dynamic 
between collective punishment and rebellion, this is both 
a reactionary and reductvist view. Tt neglects to take into 
fcount the marerlal realy people were facing in the 
camps. Upon entry people deemed not fit to work were 
systematically exterminated using the peak of modem 
industrial technology. Those left alive only heard whispers 
of what happened in the showers, bt as they were digging 
‘mass graves, sifting through piles of teeth for valuable 
metals, and collecting human hair for pillow stuffing 
they Knew whet fate they had i store. there were no 
‘fusions, no reason to believe that they would escape the 
all encompassing reality that was the hell f concentration 
camp life. They never knew whether or not they would 
survive for another day, let alone see their friends and 
family again, The perceived total control of the nazis and 
the brutalism that they exhibited toward the enslaved was 
designed to make them lose all hope and depersonry them, 
in many cases it did. In the loss of hope, however, many 

iscovered a freedom. If they were completely and utterly 
fucked, there was no eseape from the death camps, the only 
certainty was misery and pain, than why not rebel, if not 
{or the mere satisfaction of the look on a naais face when 
they saw the lst bit of free wil ofthe impriconed vas pure 
hostility towards their oppressors. 

For those of us living in the shedows of colonization and 
capital the illusion of safety for some is predicated on the 
institutional domination and mass death of others. The 
‘use of extraordinary violence to maintain this tlusion is 
‘built into the philocophy of civilization. The subjugation 
Intended by violent oppression is a commonality among 
regimes of domination. A particularly striking aneodote 
exemplifying this comes from Elie Wiesel, a survivor of 
Buchenwald and Auschwitz. In Buchenwald, Elie listened 
fas hs father was beat to death by nazis, his father eying 
out for him. Elie was unable to mutter a word, lest he 
suffer the same fate. This brings to thought the many, 
mostly black men, the US has watched be murdered 
by police, crying out for their loved ones. The eruelty of 
those who can do that can not be overstated. This cruelty 
is intended to breed a desired response in populations. 
feat, These cruclties axe desig fut aysteuss sue rat 
resistance to the dominant order ilcits a fear response 
in a dominated population. However, by expliit design, 
these crueltis are not relegated to just those who resist 
dominant systems actively, they are also relegated to those 
whose very existences were explicitly excluded from the 
benefits of white civil society by the mythos upon which 
1 is constructed. This iy evident Uuvugls the niasders of 
‘Tamir Rice, a 12 year old child who was legally murdered 
by police for playing ina park or Breonna Taylor who was 
legally murdered by the police in a botched raid, as she 
‘was asleep, the only crime'* committed by her murderers 
‘being a scray bulletin the wall mat purer neighbors in 
danger. The design of the laws of the US justified these 
‘murders because anti-blackness is fundamental to them, 
they are not anomalies in the law, but explicitly how the 
law is meant to function. Many live under the assumption 
thatif they behave, that if they obey the laws of the US, that 
they can steer clear of these ruelties. For black people in 
‘the US, thiss simply not an option, the murders of tamir 
and Breonna, among many others shows tis. It should be 
noted that the entrenched cruelty foundational to the US 
can be waged against anyone whose existence or actions 
<eviate from that eodifed by the norms of white civility. 
‘This is exemplified in the way that white supremacists 
are able to murder rebels in the stroet and get away with 
‘them lives. Kesistance to white supremacy and coloniat 
power is always a life or death issue. Extrs-legal white 



conversations or a lot of clutter at your house. You ean, 
of course, just avoid the problem and peace out, but you 
could also devote yourselto the difficulties, restore all your 
relations, renounce some of your overly ambitious plans, 
and clean up the psychological prison that is of your own 
creation. Dont forget who you are; don't forget what you're 
here todo. 

INTERNET CENSORSHIP 

“On 26 April, without a plenary vote, the European 
Parliament adopted a widely criticized piece of on- 
line content regulation colloquially known as TERREG, 
which aims to prevent terrorism by restricting the dis- 
semination of online content deemed terrorist by as 
yet undetermined extrajudicial government bodies." 

In the wake ofthe seizure of Dutch anarchist servers that 
temporarily shut down several counter-info sites, and the 
terror charges for someone in England who allegedly ran an 
anarchist website, i's not hard to imagine some of whom 
‘TERREG might target. In a post-PATRIOT Act world, its 
easy toimagine such legislation affecting us, especially since 
someprominent anarchistblog hosts (that earrya great deal 
of North American content) seem to operate out of Europe. 

‘We've seen some anarchists in our cirles toe the legal line, 
appeasing authorities by not running certain submissions 
contheirsitesinthe past, and even editing somesubmissions 
to improve claims of legality or legitimacy to some unseen, 
condermatory populace. Such actions do us no favors, and 
even run the skofust being dishonest to people they might 
‘want to work with, They have since become more transpar- 
ent on their submission page, but this evil stance also be- 
sins to tear through the veil of “rights” bestowed upon us. 

“The right to free speech is a lie. First, because itis a 
right, and as such only acts to reinforee the power of 
those who have the authority to grant it or recognize it 
(which are the same thing). Second, because it is put in 
place when the possiblity of saying something to some- 
‘one who is able to understand it, no longer exists. 
Third, because it ie eepanated from the particular pos 
sibility of action and is therefore only an abstraction 
that serves other abstractions.” — Massimo Passamani 

‘Anarchistwebsitesandothermediaaretargetedbecausethey 
challenge power and legitimacy, and because they recognize 
that words without action are nothing, In ths period too, of 
‘unprocedented uprisings during aslow collapesof authority 
as we've known it, peopl are particularly open to our mes- 
sage and the systems of power are particularly vulnerable. 

‘Additionally, we know another anarchist in our circles 
regularly fielded subpoenas for the content on the website 
he ran, before he passed last year, without kneeling be- 
{ore the authorities. That website has only grav in vigor 
since in fact. Where there is a wil toward freedom, there 
is a way to disseminate anarchist thoughts and sctions. 

325 recognized in their commentary on the recent re- 
pression of anarchist counter-ingo sites that we may need 
to adapt in order to continue our projects ~ refocusing 
four efforts through different mediums, at times (see their 
statement printed in our las iseue). That poor and work 
ing-class anarchists were able to procure and quietly utilize 
printing presses around the turn of the twentieth century 
conveys our resilience, if we simply have the dedication. 

‘Nothing worth doing is accomplished without effort or tak- 
ing of risk ~ and attacking those in power is both inherently 
risky and worth doing, The more we consider the actions we 
take, and the more effort we put into them, the better they 
are fori. Ultimately, we know sustaining uncompromising 
resistance is possible because wo've witnessed it, and be- 
cause we carry revolt in our hearts through these solemn 
steels. 

ACRID BLACK SMOKE 
‘An excerpt, obtained from phlantieap.noblogs.org, 

FEAR & COLLECTIVE PUNISHMENT 

‘There is an interesting connection to be made between the 
collective punishment experienced in the lagers* and the 
collective punishment warned about in the modern day 
lefts critique of “adventurists" and “outside agitators" that 
1s used ro paint escalatory rebels as omer to a movement or 
to collective goals. The crux ofthis critique is that one will 
agetothers hurt fone decides to rebel too “aggressively” This 
conclusion, is not only naive on the part of those levying the 
criticism, but it also does not come from a place of tactical 
‘understanding or genuine wisdom, it is « fear response. 
“The argument of “collective punishment” as a consequence 
tor “outside agitators” being “adventunsts" 1s an overal 
hharmfal argument at best, taking away power from those 
courageous enough to directly confront the dominant forces 
that stand in the way of eollectve liberation. Those making 
this eritique eschew radical solidarity to tie themselves in 8 
Gordian knot of pseudo-radicalism to side with domination. 
‘There is nothing wrong with experiencing fear, however 
‘that sa personal response one must deal with themselves 
and not project their fears onto others. Not only is it 

and disbandment of the police. 

Houseless people, most of whom were black, occupying the 
‘museum district across from luxury eondos and a whole 
foods for five months, ressting multiple evietions with the 
help of hundreds of supporters, including anarchists in 
bloc, who then moved into squatted city-owned property in 
the numbers that they did, theoretically even permanently 
gaining control over some of those properties, seems to me 
to be one of the more effective direct actions against 
gentrification T have heard of in the United States. 

This was arrived at by the work of no single group or 
political orientation but rather as the result of «confluence 
of forces in a historical moment. The question becomes 
hhow doweas anarchists continuemakingthese connections, 
engaging strategically in principled solidarity with other 
sectors outside ofan explicitly anarchist community where 
itadvances the broader struggle and avoid regressing intoa 
charity model that does nothing to challenge the state, 
capital or its myriad forms of control, domination and 
division, 

“Oyberattack in big companies is not new. This month, 
Colonial Pipeline sufered an attack that disrupted fuel sup- 
ly on the East Coast.” 

1s been sald many times over that fighting climate 
change is too big a task, and so many fel resigned to 
action on such a terrain. Yet every oppressive tendency 
wwe face is @ veritable international institution, interwo- 
vven into the very fabrie of this society. There are so many 
opportunities to act, and we shouldn't dismiss the impact 
of small actions in the context of a lager struggle. Nei= 
ther should we underestimate our abilities to act, reject- 
{ng our place as unwitting cogs in a destructive machine. 

Every part ofthis society is related tothe climate atastro- 
phe we are enveloped in ~ so much ofthe problems we face 
come from humans trying to think themselves separate or 
above the natural order, rather than an interdependent 
part ofit, Almost any task you take on in this mundane so- 
ciety of survival (i.e. work and consumerism) contributes to 
the eivilized menace that plunders the cart. Even inaction, 
as we've heard so many times, is choice that sides with 
those in power - “you can't be neutral on a moving train.” 
Therein, however, many things we do to oppose work and 
consumerism can also undermine these relations of dom 
nation, 
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We know the biggest perpetrators of this mess are brick 
‘and mortar institutions themselves, and something like the 
Colonial Pipeline ransomware attack shows how vulnerable 
some of the most eulpable forthe destruction of our plan- 
et are, While a somewhat spectalized skill, computer pro- 
‘grammers are also increasingly common among us.It takes 
‘esourees and risk to the task to pull something of this cal 
‘ber off, but i s not impossible ~ and if you're a program- 
mer not already applying ths skil-set to our war on the 
‘existent, then ths is your invitation. A demandless action 
‘ean also reduce the risk of apprehension, for that matter, 
‘and being prepared to act on even a smaller scale can com 
pound the impacts ofthese increasingly common cyber-at- 
tacks. 

‘What's more, the panic-buying of gasoline after the attack 
shows how litle confidence much of the populace has in 
these institutions to keep us safe ~ though hording re- 
sources doesn't really help anyone. Many in the largely 
right-leaning “prepper" tendency even acknowledge that 
building trusted relations with people in close proximity to 
‘you is the best means of survival in almost any hostile sit- 
uation. Any individual skill is hampered by the workload 
‘of having to do it alone, and as we saw with the tendency 
toward “mutual aid” last year ~ misnomer or not ~ peo- 
ple are ready to forge ahead together without the state 
‘when things get had. That said, many infrastructures really 
‘need to fal for people to abandon their reliance on them. 

It feels lke the tendency toward attack has been slowly 
‘growing domestically for some time, too. The fever pitch 
of riots last year may have expanded our hope in a sort of 
‘communal attack, but we are also seeing contributions to 
largor struggles in recent actions around the country. The 
arson of a politician's law firm in Rhode Island last month 
‘who was involved in evietions shows vulnerabilities on a lo- 
‘al level ~ “it's amazing what you can accomplish with just 
a bucket full of gasoline.” The arson of a Pratt & Whitney 
van (and damage to the adjacent building of this Raytheon 
‘subsidary) in California by Anarchist Cells of Abolitionist 
Fire ~ whose aeronautics are tied to Israeli Apartheid ~ 
shows more ways to contribute to international struggles 
closer to home. The sabotage of destructive equipment 
in an Atlanta forest reminds us that ecocide continues in 
‘our own backyards, and is often tied to the expansion of 
policing and imprisonment: “We will not allow any fur 
ther destruction; we will not allow the so-alled City of 
Atlanta to build horrific goo-acre training facility for 
police that they wil eall the ‘Institute For Social Justice.” 

‘The torching of power cables at the new Tesla factory in 



Germany gets to the heart of the issue, to, spelling out the 
connections of green capitalism with the ongoing destruc- 
tion of life on earth, The hazardous lithium mining nec- 
essary for the cas’ batteries, and the essentially acknowl- 
edged coup attempt in Bolivia last year really puts a fine 
‘point on the situation, We can once again recognize that 
almost anything we oppose in this society is related to the 
struggle against civilization, and is also something many 
can act in concert with - there are Tesla dealerships in 
or near many cities, for instance. Diffuse, ongoing attacks 
combine our individual tunes into symphonic harmonies. 

“So why do we still carry out sabotage actions when we 
believe that the destruction ofthe climate can no longer be 
stopped? Because we want to keep the extent ofthe coming 
disasters as owas possible. Because protest and resistance 
against the destruction of the limate through proft-ri- 
‘ented exploitation of the earth’s resources ean aim at a 
revolutionary future outlook. Because withthe destruction 
of expansive market-radical economic policy, there is an 
‘opportunity to establish a base solidarity and social way 
of life that shows us the way to another society. When the 
devastation ofthe ecosystems is far advanced, a new soci- 
ety can better deal with the consequences of these legacies 
when the relations of rule are fundamentally destroyed. 

“The rich men who drive these processes of ecological 
devastation are only the result of social processes and 
thus to a certain extent interchangeable, but it isnot by 
chance that these men representa policy of modernization 
through destruction. Let's destroy everything that is Tes- 
la!" rough translation ofthe communique from German 
Indy Media 

‘Foreign hacking syndicates are only increasingly their at- 
tacks on US-based corporations, a8 the Colonial Pi 
and now JBS Beef ransomware attacks show. Even if the 
hackers are state actors, we can acknowledge that they are 
‘weakening our enemies, allowing many types of attacks to 
incur more damage. The pandemic to, like so many events 
that are increasing in frequency and severity during this 
climate catastrophe, showed how vulnerable supply lines 
are to disruption. Targeting something lke the ol industry 
is obviously an attack on capitalism, colonization, and i 
<dustrial civilization —but o is attacking the meat industry, 
politicians, international sceurity conglomerates, equip, 
‘ment used in deforestation, and the auto industry. Further 
destabilizing any of these institutions of contol within the 
belly of the leviathanie US monster creates opportunities 
sat home and abroad for people to come together, both to 
rediscover authentic community and hit where it hurts. 

“In Conshohocken, Pa., Mr. Romano is literally wait- 
ing for his ship to come in, He is vice president of sales 
‘at Van Horn, Metz & Company, which buys chemicals 
_from suppliers around the world and sells them to facto- 
ries that make paint, ink and other industrial products. 
Innormal times, the company is behind in fling perhaps 
1 percent of its customers’ orders. On a recent morning, 
it could not complete a tenth ofits orders Because it was, 
‘waiting for supplies to arrive. The company could not se- 
‘cure enough of a specialized resin that it sells to manu- 
facturers that make construction materials. The American 
Supplier ofthe resin was itself lacking one element that tt 
purchases from a petrochemical plant in China.” ~ “How 
‘the World Ran Out of Everything” (The New York Times) 

‘Mainstream economists and just about any scientist not 
bought off by industrial extrationists wil tel you that we 
are inthe midst of collapse ~ of capitalism, of evilization, 
andofthedemocraticmeans ofgovernane. Asthemeansto 
{row anything slowly disappears into the desertification of| 
‘the landscape through increasing droughts, over farming, 
lbal heating, and othe consequences of the industria at- 
tackonthe world, wemustacknowledgethat we havea dead- 
line of between 20 and 4o years before on this planets 
‘anything but the same. Infact, the deadline s much sooner 
should we want to prevent the devastation and extinction of 
so many lives in that time period. We echo the indigenous 
call, In Times of Climate Crisis, the Future is a Territory 
to Defend, recognizing that "92% ofthe surplus of green- 
‘house gas emissions per person are concentrated inthe rich 
countries and their unsustainable model of consumption” 

New factions will continue trying to emerge to enact their 
preferred forms of intense oppressions as the collapse con- 
‘tinues, and we are better prepared the more welearn to fight 
‘together ~ in person and across distances. The massive re- 
structuring necessary to legislation and reform isa far more 
‘daunting task than the destruction ofthe offending indus- 
‘ries, too. Since we traverse the fabrie ofthis cociety every 
ay, let's take note ofthe loose threads we discover, ready 
and willing topullatthem and contributetothe growing fay. 

“Capitals vulnerable. All you need isto be decided.” te 
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ANARCHIST HOROSCOPES 

SUMMER SOLSTICE EDITION 

Aries: You do what many of us eannot ~ you are Team 
First Rock at the demo, you know a questionable amount 
about accelerants, you were probably the one who started 
the thing where everyone was throwing entire trash 
cans at police lines last fll. But you'd be so much more 
powerful if you coordinated more with others rather 
than acting alone. This solstice season, Mercury throws 
your communication abilities even further off — try to 
slow down and listen. In the end itl deepen the kind 
of hostilities you want, not the kind that get in your way. 

‘Taurus: We have yet to see what you're trly capable of when 
you set your comfort zone aside and put your spirit of “no 
compromise” to the test. After a year of pandemic solitude, 
Jupiter's movements in your 13th House of Friendships 
allows you to reconnect with others this solstice. You may 
move from laying low to coordinating with others, above 
all to protect the earth you're so fond of against total 
annihilation — it may risk your comforts, but it's also the 
only way to preserve them as the world’ end srows near. 
Gemini: It's your season and maybe it's also a moment to 
put your penchant for gossip, bullshitting, intellectualizing, tnd other charming doucherie to good vse. This wat 
against the State needs spies; ry infiltrating the other side, 
extracting all their personal information, and passing it on 
to the Scorpion and Virgo (se below). There's also a ot Cf Sinemet you cou sb eta tuts ws yo 
interminable conversating. Good luck and don't get caught. 

Cancer: You can become the insurrectionary healer you 
were born to be, but it means putting alot of old baggage 
thea The wooke leading np tn your hiethalay seacan are 
a good time for this kindof reflection. The Full Moon finds 
you at high risk once more of falling forthe wrong person, 
for example an alluring Marxist-Leninist who is addicted 
to the internet. Remember that true romance will only 
be consummated with the fall of capitalism, but also with 
end of the spirit-impoverishing civilization that created it 
Leo: Most radicals are cowards and charlatans who would 
rather bask in their domesticated irrelevance than join an 
armed insurgency against neocolonialism, Not you, though. 
Its time to start training in earnest. But don't neglect the 
dificult but liberatory work you still have to do on your 
relationships. Yourrevolutionvillbeoftheheartandthespirit. 
Vingrs The Sin in Cami this manth mean i me to 
lake your “career” in highly mieromanaged dandestine 
attack to a new and more ambitious level. Mereury is in 

retrograde in your “success” sector, 0 your plans won't 
necessarily “work,” but you'l feel good about trying. Life 
80 short, and you keep asking it the same questions. I's 

in the silence of the wreckage you leave behind, and the 
repeated questions, that youl finally find some answers 

Libra: Your amiabilty and attractiveness present some 
unique opportunities. For example, kypothetially, you 
could be entrusted with obs like security detail for upper- 
level officials in the White Huse, giving you the chance to 
take outthe upper echelon of capitalist Empire from within. 
If you do it right (which you will because you're good at 
everything) youll make frends onthe way whocan smugsle 
you out alive and you can continue your revolutionary career elsewhere. Just something to think aboot! 
Scorpio: Don' allow yourself to follow the blind mantra of 
attack, ike taking the ist vuinerable piece yousee ina chess 
game. fall goes wel, you'leither bemasterminding guerilla 
operations orin charge of buryingbodiesinthedarkofnight. 
Both ofthese arealso fun dateideas (inyour opinion). Enjoy! 
Sagittarius: We all believe we heve experienced joy, but 
your gift is knowing how to discover it apart from the 
Prodartiviet naceeitine of eapitaliet lif. Rememhor that 
play is a condition of freedom; that play can be a weapon. 
This month your partnerships are flowing and your hopes 
and dreams are growing. Let's get tipsy and ether turn this 
riot into a dance party or turn this dance party into a rot!! 

Capricorn: You've been prepping ever since you fist 
hheard of “ecological collapse,” and what that means for 
lus ight now 1s that we have an unnecessary number of 
carboys of water in the basement. That's ok, everyone 
has something special to offer and maybe your gift is 
stockpiling supplies forthe revolution. This month, try to 
secure a facility where we can all stash our riot gear. The 
storm of social chavo ia growing, tho ayetom io woaloningy 
and we aren't prepared enough yet to decisively strike. 

Aquatius: You're the kind of humanitarian who would 
Jail humans for your agenda — which gives you a lot of 
potential as part of the insurgent vanguard. Mid-month, 
your co-rulers Saturn and Uranus form a difficult square, 
forcing you to make a hard choice between the call of 
freedom (maybe a road trip west to stop some logging or 
personally put out all the wildfires?) and the domestication 
of your home life (your need to wallpaper the downstairs 
with the entire Celebrate Peoples’ History poster series) 
Believe inthe possibilty that you can live out both dreams. 

Pisces: In others we fall apart, become strangers to 
‘oureclvce, Butwemuct learnt live in other: they create uo, 
Due to the Sun being in your fourth house of domesticity, 
this month brings an unfortunate return of either difficult 


